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In this paper a geometric construction s given of the ladder epresentations of 
G = U(p, q) which correspond to negative spin solutions ofthe massless field 
equations. The construction s based on the unitary model of the ladder epresen- 
tations in a Bargmann-Segal-Fock space of square-integrable (0, q)-forms. The 
representations are constructed as holomorphic sections ofcertain vector bundles 
over G/K, and the construction s implemented via an integral transform analogous 
to the Penrose transform ofmathematical physics. Finally, the resulting differential 
equations are exhibited xplicitly over G/K. ( 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
A major area of research in the representation the ry of Lie groups is the 
explicit analysis of naturally occurring u itary epresentations. One a pect 
of this problem is that of producing geometric constructions of theunitary 
representations of a semisimple Li group G. Here we consider the ladder 
representations { or  (mE Z) of U(p, q), which arise naturally in
mathematical physics. Thegroup SU(2,2) is locally isomorphic to the con- 
formal group C( 1, 3) of transformations of the Lorentz metric on(compac- 
tilied) Minkowski space. Ithas long been known [Ba] that he conformal 
group reserves thespace of solutions f Maxwell’s equations (m = f2) 
and, more generally [McL], the space of solutions f the mass zero 
equations f arbitrary spin m/2. In fact [JV], the action fthe conformal 
group on the solution space of the mass zero spin m/2 equations is unitary 
for any m E Z and is equivalent to the ladder representation grn of SU(2, 2). 
This paper completes the project begun in [Ml ] of providing a con- 
struction of the ladder representations cm f G = U(p, q) as holomorphic 
sections f vector bundles E, over G/K. In our construction he natural 
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action fU(p, q) is unitary and the differential equ tions a alogous to the 
mass zero equations for U(2, 2) are exhibited explicitly. Here we use the 
bounded realization of G/K as a generalized unitisk. In[Ml] this con- 
struction wasgiven for the positive spin representations cm with m B 0. We 
give here aconstruction of the negative spin representations CJ~ with m < 0 
(Theorem 4.8 ). These representations require a different choice from the 
positive spin case for the vector bundles E,. Once E, has been chosen 
properly, thenegative spin construction is quite similar to the positive spin 
case (compare (4.5) and (3.5)). There do not exist differential equ tions 
analogous tothe massless field equations for all representations cm. The
existence of second order operators (analogs ofthe complexified wave
operator) annihilating all components ofthe sections i  grn requires the 
real rank of G to be greater than one (Theorem 5.3). The existence of a
system of first order differential equ tions analogous tothe spin m/2 mass 
zero equations requires therank of the vector bundle E, to be greater than 
one (Theorem 5.6). Table 5.7 summarizes the occurrence of these differen- 
tial equations for all me Z. 
Our construction starts with the unitary Blattner-Rawnsley mod l[BR] 
of the ladder representations of U(p, q) in the L’-cohomology X0,y(Cp, “)
of C”.y. (See Section 1 for precise definitions.) We identify U(p, q)/K with 
the set of all q-planes L’& Cp’Y on which the hermitian form of signature 
(p, q) is negative d finite. For m b 0 we choose E, so that E,(V) g
X:4( V), essentially the space of antiholomorphic homogeneous 
polynomials of degree m on V. For m < 0 we must choose E, so that 
E,( V) g X2 O( V’) @ C du, A . . . A du,, essentially the space of 
holomorphic omogeneous polynomials of degree -m on VI. As in [Ml] 
we implement the construction v a an integral transform, given here by 
restriction of a function Cp, yto VI followed byprojection onto a 
cohomology class, with is modelled after the classical Radon transform (see 
[H]) and the Penrose transform of athematical physics ( ee [We]). In 
the trivialization of E, the existence of the differential equ tions then 
becomes obvious, since they reflect thefact that he functions we obtain are 
restrictions of functions  Cp, y. 
The Penrose transform, constructed in [EWP] for U(2,2) and 
generalized to U(p, q) by [E], gives another construction of the ladder 
representations of G = U(p, q) over G/K. The Penrose transform, how- 
ever, starts with classical Do beault cohomology on an open subset 
U(p, q)/(U(l) x U(p- 1, q)) of CPp+yp’ instead ofL2-cohomology n 
Cp.y. That the action f U(p, q) on this Dolbeault cohomology isunitar- 
izable follows inalmost all cases from ore general results of [RSW, Z], 
but also follows directly from the construction of the U(p, q)-invariant 
twistor inner product in[E, EPt]. 
The ladder representations of U(p,q) appear in several other contexts in 
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the recent literature. The Rawnsley-Schmid-Wolf-Zierau [RSW, Z] con- 
struction of singular representations of reductive Lie groups in L2- 
cohomology over coadjoint orbits provides unitarizations for mo t of the 
ladder representations but fails for certain values of m where g,,, has 
singular infinitesimal character. In particular, their approach does not 
unitarize th representation crO of U(2,2) on the space of solutions f the 
wave equation. Patton and Rossi [PR] give intertwining operators ba ed 
on the Penrose correspondence between various realizations n 
cohomology ofthe negative spin ladder representations. Davidson [D] 
gives a construction of all highest weight modules of U(p, q) as spaces of
vector-valued f nctions  the generalized unitisk 9p,y and he obtains 
unitary structures for the discrete series. Theladder representations appear 
in the algebraic classification of unitary highest weight modules of [EHW] 
and as derived functor modules in [A]. Jakobsen [J] given an alternate 
classification of unitary highest weight modules and discusses thezero-rest- 
mass differential equ tions i  this context. 
0.1. Remark. Our definition of L2-cohomology follows the conventions 
of Blattner andRawnsley [BR], not Carmona [Cl, in order to agree more 
closely with the recent literature and to promote greater uniformity 
between the positive andnegative spin constructions. Several notational 
differences between [Ml] and the current work result. Here, L’- 
cohomology ofCp, yoccurs in dimension (0, q), not (0, p). The use of 
Lebesgue m asure causes the Gaussian e-“12 to be absorbed into the 
cohomology spaces. The listing of the + signs first in he matrix (k -9,) of 
the hermitian form causes the natural model of G/K to be the space of 
negative definite q-planes in Cp’ y(not positive p-planes). Our generalized 
unit disk therefore consists of p x q matrices (not qx p), so the roles of p 
and q are sometimes, butnot always, interchanged. For the convenience of 
the reader, Section 3 summarizes the results of[Ml ] in our current 
notation. 
0.2. Contents. In Section 1 we summarize the Blattner-Rawnsley con- 
struction of the ladder representations of U(p, q) in L*-cohomology. In 
Section 2 we present some necessary p eliminaries concerning U(p, q)/K. In 
Section 3 we recall the original construction in [Ml] of the positive spin 
massless field equations. In Section 4 we construct theladder represen- 
tations corresponding to negative spin mass zero equations as holomorphic 
sections f vector bundles over G/K. In Section 5 we exhibit the differential 
equations explicitly. 
0.3. Notations. We denote the real numbers, complex numbers, 
integers, positive ntegers, and non-negative integers by R, C, Z, N, and 
No, respectively. If F denotes any of these, then Fk denotes k-tuples of 
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elements ofF, regarded ascolumn vectors when convenient, and Fk”’ 
denotes k x1 matrices with entries in F. If A E Fkx’, then ‘A denotes the 
transpose of A, *A = ‘;i the complex conjugate transpose, A $0 denotes 
that A is positive definite, and I, denotes the nx n identity matrix. IfzE C, 
we use ‘93(z) and3(r) to denote the real and imaginary parts of 2. We use 
both f1 S and f 1 s to denote the restriction of a function f to a set S. 
Finally, theend of a proof is denoted byI. 
1. THE LADDER REPRESENTATIONS I  L2-COHOMOLOGY 
In this ection we describe a model of the ladder representations of 
U(p, q) in a Bargmann-Segal-Fock space (see [B]) of square-integrable 
(0, q)-forms on Cf. q. Our definition of L*-cohomology follows the conven- 
tions of Blattner andRawnsley [BR]. A theorem of Blattner andRawnsley 
[BR] describes theunitary structure of the U(p, q) action on these 
L2-cohomology spaces. Finally, results of Sternberg andWolf [SW] give 
further details about he structure of these representations and identify 
them as being essentially restrictions of themetaplectic representation, i.e., 
as the ladder representations of U(p, q). 
Our computations frequently involve functions a dforms in several 
complex variables. For brevity, we use the standard multi-index notation. 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let -EC’ and aEN;. We define ):I2 := 
lz,12+ “’ +lz,12,dz:=d;l-i “’ Adzr)Y:=z;l...$?, (al :=a,+ ~~‘+tx,, 
LX! := TV, ! ...cc.!, and 
- -1 with the analogous definitions f r dz, z, and (a/a?)‘. Let1 6 s d r, let 
JEN” be such that ldj,< ... <j,<r, and let BEN;,. We define - .= J. 
kj, . . ‘,$I, lB~ andlil12:= lzjJ2+ ... +Iz,>I’, dz-,:=dz,, A ... A dzj,, $:= 
-81 
ill “‘Lb) 
and analogously forEJ. dZJ, Z$, and (a/i3ZJ)“. We denote a sum over such 
strictly increasing indices J as above by C;, N3. 
We also list here several integration formulas which will be needed 
frequently. 
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1.2. DEFINITION. By the measure &z(z) on C’ we mean the scalar mul- 
tiple ofLebesgue m asue for which 
s 
e l”lz dm(u) = 1, 
C’ 
1.3. LEMMA. (a) Ifa,b~R, r>O, then 
e il.i)b+(~)1’2 exp(;), 
(b) Zf j, kE N,, and if c( EC has ‘Ji(cr) > 0,then 
(c) zf UE C’“’ satisfies ( U + *U) p 0, and if cp is a holomorphic (or 
antiholomorphic) fun tion f2 for which scp(;) exp( -*zUz) dm(z) converges 
absolutely, then 
1.4. DEFINITION. By CP.y we mean Cp+q endowed with a fixed her- 
mitian form hof signature (p,q). By G = U(p, q) we mean the group of all 
invertible lin ar t ansformations of Cp, ywhich preserve h. By g, = u(p, q) 
we mean the real Lie algebra ofG, and by g = u(p, q)c the complexilied L  
algebra. 
We fix abasis (e,, . . e,} of Cp,y, p+q=n, so that he matrix of h is 
diagonal, given by 
(1.5) 
In these coordinates, U(p, q) c GL(n, C) consists of all matrices g = (s $) 
(where A is px p, etc.) such that *gZP. y g = I,, q, i.e., 
*AA - *CC= I,, *AB= *CD, and *DD- *BB=I,, (1.6) 
and u(p, q) c C”“” consists of all matrices X= (y 2) such that 
*XI/l. q + Z,, yX = 0, i.e., 
*a= -a, *d= -d, and *b = c. (1.7) 
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An inner product ondifferential formsrequires a hermitian structure on 
CP,y, i.e., a positive definite hermitian form h’ on CP. y. Any such h’ is 
simultaneously diagonalizable with ,and we can always choose a basis so 
that he matrix of h is unchanged. 
1.8. DEFINITION. We denote by b the positive definite hermitian form 
on Cp, ywhose matrix, incoordinates as above, is I,,. 
We extend b to Ar~‘T;*(Cp~q)c by identifying T,l,“(Cp,o)c and
TO- ‘(Cp,y)c with Cp,y in the usual way. Thus an orthonormal basis of 
A’~sT~(Cp,y)c is given by 
{dZ,A&,~ldi,< ..’ <i,dn, 1 <j,< ... <j,<n}, 
and /jr.“T,*(Cp,y), is orthogonal to A”.S’T:(CP-Y)c unless r =r’ and s =s’. 
1.9. DEFINITION. We denote by %?‘x “(CP, “)the space of all smooth (r; s)- 
forms on Cp’ y, and %‘> S(CP,“) the space of smooth (r, s)-forms with com- 
pact support. For o,t~%?::~(C~~~), o=~~,,cp,,dz,r\ dZJ, T= 
C;,J IcI1.J dz,A dT.,* we define the inner product (0, r ) by 
(0, T> := ?^,p,q h(&), z(z)) dm(z) 
We denote by U> “(CP, “)the completion of %?:: s(CP,y) with respect to
(.,.). We also write CE’(Cp,Y) for$?“‘o(CP*4) and L2(CP,4) for Y!$O(CpSY). 
Remark. The Hilbert space structure of 3; S(CP, “)depends on our 
arbitrary choice ofhermitian form band thus is not U(p, q)-invariant. As a 
topological vector space, however, Y;“(Cp.y) isindependent of the choice 
of _h. 
The cohomology wewill consider uses for its coboundary operator the 
covariant differential of a line bundle over Cp. y. Since any such line bundle 
is trivial, we identify sections with complex-valued f nctions  Cp’ q. 
1.10. DEFINITION. We denote by L the line bundle L= Cp’ yx C. For 
f~ Cr(CP,Y) z C”(Cp,y, L), define the operator Vj=VaiaZ, by 
V,f := 
( 
&+;(I 
7 
-I 
P,q’Jj)f =g,+t&jZjJ 
where aj= +l if 1 <j<p and cl= -1 if p+l <j<p-tq. For 
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o E %Y”(Cp.q), w =C;, Jcp,, J dz, A dYJ, we define the operator V: 
.,..~(CP.4)~~r..‘+I(CP.y) by 
VW := 1’ t V,(cp[,,) d5; A dz, A dF,. 
1.J /=l 
This operator V derives from the totally complex polarization of R*” 
spanned by {a/X, 1 1d j < n}, where the underlying real coordinates p,, qj
satisfy z,=pj+i&,q,. See [BR] for more details. Note that 
fE ker Vn C”(Cp,y) if and only if f(z)= g(z) eP’1’2’h”.” where g is 
holomorphic. Thus, ker Vn L’(Cp, y = (0) if q# 0. 
The domain of V in Y;P;.s(Cp.y) includes U;J~(C~~~)~ U;“(Cp.y), andso 
is dense in 9’;X(Cp,q). Blattner and Rawnsley [BR] show that V has a 
closure inUY; “(CP,y), still denoted byV; hence ker V is closed. They then 
show that (im V)” c ker V. 
1.11. DEFINITION. We define the cohomology spaces H”,“(CP,y, L) by 
H”,s(CP,y, L) :=(ker Vn Y~~s(Cp,y))/((im V)“‘n Y$X(Cp,y)). 
As a topological vector space, H’,“(C ps“, L)is independent of the choice 
of inner product on differential forms. Only its Hilbert space structure 
depends on the choice of h. 
Next Blattner andRawnsley describe a space of differential formswhich 
represent cohomology classes in Ho, “(Cp. y,L). 
1.12. DEFINITION. We define the space of harmonic (0, s)-forms by 
where V* denotes the adjoint ofV with respect to( ., .). (For example, 
V*(C~ dZJ) =c,“=, (+;~E~(P - &@,)(a@, J m,) if up is smooth.) 
Note that Y?~‘“(C~,~) depends onthe choice ofinner product I . 
It can be shown that he image of V is closed, sothat he “cl” in 
Definition 1.11 is redundant. Furthermore, there is a direct sum decom- 
position 
kerVnP’~s(Cp~y)=~o~s(Cp~4)@(imVnP’~”(CP~4)). 1.13  
1.14. Notation. Let R := (1, .. p) E NP and S := (p + 1, . . p + q) E NY. 
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1.15. THEOREM [BR]. Zf s#q, H”-“(CP.4, L)=~“~“(c~~4)= (0). 
Ho, ,(Cp. “) is given hJ 
yFO,q(C”,Y) = (cp d;.yE LP~Y(C~.~)~ cp(z) e”‘2”“Z isholomorphic in zR, Z,l, 
and H”.y(Cp.q, L) is isometrically isomorphic to S’03y(Cp~y). 
Remark. By considering Cp, yas the Heisenberg g oup modulo its cen- 
ter, Carmona [C] defined X”,“(Cp,y) essentially s above and gave a 
description analogous tothat in Theorem 1.15. 
Let w = ye d?, with cp(z) = f(z,, Zs) e-(‘i2)lr12. Then o E.JZ’$“(C~.~) if and 
only if is square-integrable with respect to he Gaussian e-“” dm(z), and 
so X0,4(Cp. “)is a Bargmann-Segal-Fock spa e. Inparticular, the space of 
all such differential formso with f a polynomial in zR, 2, is dense in 
X0, y(Cp. q), and X0. y(Cp, “)has a reproducing kernel. 
1.16. LEMMA [B]. Let co= CLtNr VJ d5, E SP~~Y(C~.~). The orthogonal 
projection p: 4p(l. 4(Cp, “) -+ X0’ ,(C” ‘) is given bV 
It now remains todescribe the U(p, q)-action on Ho. “(Cp. y,L) and on 
X”**(Cp,“). Theaction of U(p, q) on YTY(Cp,4) by left translation is 
strongly continuous andcommutes with V, thus it induces a trongly con- 
tinuous representation of U(p, q) on the quotient Ho, y(Cp, 4, L). Since 
U(p, q) does not preserve ( ., .), it is not apparent that he action on 
Ho. 4(Cp. q,L) is unitary, nor that here is a unitary epresentation of 
U(p, q) on X”.4(Cp,4). 
1.17. DEFINITION. For g=( $ i) E U(p, q), define a(g) on w = cp d2, E 
2”. ‘( Cp, “) by g(g) = P 0 I(g), i.e., 
C4s) WI(z) = P(cp(g-‘z) &ii=%) 
= det D dZs I cp,u cp(g-‘w) &, w) dm(w). 
That 0 is a representation of U(p, q) follows from the direct sum decom- 
position (1.13). The unitary structure of this representation is n tyet 
obvious. 
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1 .18. DEFINITION. Let o, t E Uy A(CJ’,Y), w = J?;, Nu ‘pJ qI:,, r = 
x:(,, NY$J d5,. We define 
((to, T)) :=J h(w(z), T(Z)) dm(z) 
CP.‘, 
= C’ (-1)“‘J’j - cp,(=) IcIJ(=) dM71(-‘), 
JtN’I C/w 
where S(J) is the cardinality of Jn S. We define the space of pseudo- 
harmonic (0, s)-forms by
.$“-‘(Cp.y) := ker V n ker V,T n sPtA(CP.y), 
where V,* is the adjoint ofV with respect to(( ., )). 
The indefinite hermitian form (( ., .)) is jointly continuous inits two 
variables and is invariant under U(p, q). Thus $“.“(CP.y) isclosed and 
U( p, q)-invariant. 
1.19. THEOREM [ BR]. 
on ~o.“(CP. 4) d 
The form ( - 1 )” (( ., . )) is positive s mi-definite 
an is identically zero if s # q. The injection f2'. y(Cp, ")
into ker V n 6p4 “(CP, y, induces a Hilhert space isomorphism of 2”. “( CP. “)/ 
(011 ((co, w)) =O). ontd X”,y(Cp.y). 
1.20. COROLLARY. The representation 0 of G on X0. 4(Cp. “) is unitar) 
with respect o ( ., . ), and thus the representation sf’G on H”.y(Cp-y, L) is
unitary. 
The spaces X”.4(Cp. “) and Ho, “(C p. y, L) are not irreducible under the 
action of G. 
1.21. DEFINITION. Let eiH = eif’Z, be an element of the center Z of 
U(p, q). We define 
,3y’k4(Cp,4):= (~~~“~Y(C~~4)~(~(erf~)~)(~)~ei(m+Y’”~(~)), 
and Ht; q(Cp, 4, L) analogously. 
1.22. PROPOSITION [SW]. For each mEZ, &‘O,Y(C~,~) and 
Htj; Y( Cp. 4, L) are invariant under the action of U( p, q) and irreducible, thus 
\l’e have orthogonal direct sum decompositions 
,p. 4(CP. 4) = @ yq qcp. “) 
m E z 
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and 
H”.y(C”,y, L) = @ H;y(CP,q, L) 
mtZ 
as U( p, q)-modules. 
1.23. Notation. We denote by CJ,,, therestriction of (T toa representation 
on Zll;Y(CP,y). 
It remains toidentify therepresentations {G,) as the ladder represen- 
tations ofU(p, q). First we consider the action of the maximal compact 
subgroup K of U(p, q). 
1.24. DEFINITION. Let 
denote the maximal compact subgroup of U(p, q). Let Wf := 
Ce,@ ... @Ce, and let W- :=Ce,+,@ ... @Ce,+,. 
Left ranslation by a element ofK preserves thedecomposition Cp. y=
W+ @ W- and preserves 1~1, hence preserves J?Y~“(C~,~), by Theorem 1.15 
and Definition 1.21. Inother words, CJ,( g)= l(g) for all gE K, m E Z. We 
can easily decompose grn 1K into irreducible subspaces. Let o = 
(P~~~EsP’~,~(C~,~) with ~(~)=f(~R,1S)e--(1’2”‘IZ. Then OE&$“(C~%~) if 
and only if all terms c,~/,:“,?$ in thepower series expansion off satisfy 
IBI =I4 + m. (1.25) 
Theorem 1.15 and ( 1.25) enable us to describe the cohomology spaces 
Z”II;J( W’ )as follows. Let P(m, C) denote the space of holomorphic 
homogeneous polynomials of degree m on C’. Then, if m 3 0, 
( 1.26) 
all other spaces are zero. Furthermore, 
1.27. PROPOSITION [SW]. For each j, k E No, the space 
3Pp(w+)@&y(w-) 
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is invariant under ok pII K and irreducible, thuswe have orthogonal direct 
sum decompositions as K-modules a follows: ifm 2 0, 
and ifm<O, 
Here, (t E )EKacts by l(A)@/(D) on Z~p(W’)@X’$q(W~). 
Thus Xi”(CP, “) contains a one-parameter family ofirreducible unitary 
representations of K, each occurring with multiplicity one. In fact, he K- 
types of (T, lie on a line in the weight lattice, and are qually spaced along 
that line (see [SW], Lemma 5.3]), hence they form a“ladder.” Note that 
only A?$“(CP.y) contains the trivial K-type. 
Finally, we describe the action da of the Lie algebra u(p, q) on 
X”~4(Cp,y), where de(X) = PC l(X) for XE u(p, q). 
1.28. DEFINITION. Let k, be the Lie algebra ofK and let u(p, q) = 
k, + p. be a Cartan decomposition of u(p, q). Let Elk EC” x n denote the 
matrix with a 1 in the (j, k)th place, O’s elsewhere. We define a basis of 
4~9 4) by 
Xjk := Elk- E,,, l<j<k<porp+l<j<kdn, 
qk := i(E,, + E/c,), l<jbkbporp+l<j<k<n, 
Y:,:=E,+E,, l<j<p,p+l<k<n, 
yfk := i(Eik - Ek,), l<j<p,p+l<k<n. 
Then { Xjk} is a basis of k, and { Y;,J is a basis of po. 
Let o = cp d5sE J?““~“(C~.~), wherecp(z) = f(zR, TS) eP(“2’1z1’. The left 
action fXE u(p, q) on w is given by 
l(X)(cp d?,) = (l(X) cp) d2, + cp(l(X) d.2,). (1.29) 
1.30. LEMMA. (a) Let X= (; s)~u(p, q). Then 
l(X) dZ, = tr(d) ZS + 1’ cJ dj,, 
J#S 
for some constants cJ. 
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(b) Let cp(z) =f(zR, E,~) e “‘21’=” andlet X= (x,) Eu(p, q). Then, 
c4x) (PI(=) 
- - (=jx,,=, + :,.Y,:k),f- .Y,k=k 
For all XE k,, do(X) = I(X), and so we conclude from Lemma 1.30 that 
lbjckbp, 
p+ldj<kbn, 
1 djdkdp, 
p+ldjdk<n. 
(1.31) 
Lemma 1.30 implies that P(1( Y) d2,) =0 for all Yepo, thus 
da( Y) w = P( (I( Y) cp )d?,). 
1.32. LEMMA. Let o E X”~y(Cp~y), o(z) = f(zR, Fs) ec”‘2’1’12dFs, and 
let c( EN{, /I EN& Then 
Proof: Write fas a power series 
then use Lemma 1.3 to evaluate the integral projection perator of 
Lemma 1.16. 1 
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For all YEP”, Lemma 1.30(b) and Lemma 1.32 now imply that 
Using results ofSternberg and Wolf [SW], Blattner and Rawnsley 
[BR] then identify the representation G, asfollows. The imaginary part b
of our hermitian form h on C”, yIS an alternating bilinear form on the 
underlying R’“, so has Sp(n, R) as its group of automorphisms. Thus 
Sp(n, R) contains U(p, q) as a subgroup, therefore the double cover 
Mp(n, R) of Sp(n, R) contains a subgroup MCT(p, q) which doubly covers 
CI(p, q). We form a Heisenberg group H,, = R’” + R, with product 
(x, s)(y, t) = (X + ~9, s+ t + fh(s, ,r)), and we view Sp(n, R) as the group of 
automorphisms of H,, which act trivially on the center, R. By the 
Stone-von Neumann Theorem, an irreducible unitary representation 71 of 
H,, is uniquely determined by its restriction t  the center R of H,,, 
whenever this is nontrivial. The composition ofn with any g E Sp(n, R) has 
the same restriction o the center as rr, hence these must be equivalent by 
some intertwining operator j?(g). These operators b(g) determine a 
representation, not ofSp(n, R), but of Mp(n, R). In this way one obtains 
two inequivalent, dual unitary representations of Mp(n, R), p and p*, 
called the metaplectic. or Segal-Shale-Weil, representations. Let Det”” 
denote the unique nonunitary continuous character ofMU(p, q) whose 
square is the pullback toMU@, q) of the character det on V( p, q). Then 
Det”‘O~I.~,,~,,,, factors through u(p, q). 
1.34. THEOREM [BR]. The represerltation CJ is u itarilj, equivalent to 
the restriction o U(p, q) of the representation Det”‘Op IMLJCP y,. Therefore 
g,,, isunitarily equivalent to he representation vrl of Sternberg ‘and Wolf: 
2. THE GEOMETRY OF U(p,q)/K 
In this section we describe the geometry of U(p, q)/K, identifying 
U(p, q)/K with a set of subspaces ofC p, 4. We discuss analysis oncertain 
subspaces ofCp. y, specializing results ofthe previous section. Finally, we
explicitly describe the relevant actions of U(p, q) in coordinates. Our
notation isas in the preceding section. 
2.1. DEFINITION. We say that a subspace VG CP. yis positive ifh/ V is 
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positive definite, negative if h1 V is negative definite, and null if hI I/- 0. 
We let M+ c Gr(p, Cp.y) denote the set of all positive p-dimensional sub-
spaces ofCP,4, MP c Gr(q, Cp, “) the set of all negative q-dimensional sub-
spaces, and M” c Gr(min(p, q)Cp. y, the set of all maximal-dimensional 
null subspaces. 
2.2. LEMMA. M+ E GJK and IV.- z G/K. 
ProojI Let Wf, Wp be as in Definition 1.24. Then clearly W+ E AIf, 
the orbit of Wf under G is M+, and the stabilizer of W+ is 
K= U(p) xU(q); the analogous statements hold for W- E M-. 1 
Any k-plane I/C C P, Yis spanned by the columns of some n x k matrix r. 
If VE M-, Definition 2.1 requires that he bottom q x q minor of P be non- 
zero, and furthermore, w iting 8= (/J that 
(“i~,)~,,, ; 0 = -(Zy- *io<o. Y (2.34 
Analogously, if U EMf , then U can be written asthe column space of a 
matrix (t) where 
!” 
(1, *VI I,., rl 
0 
= (I, - *‘1ff) $0. 
2.4. DEFINITION. For any matrix [EC’““, we define 
Z(i) := z, - *ii. 
We denote by 9r, sthe generalized unitisk 
9 r. A:= {~ECrx.‘Iz(~)~o). 
2.5. Remark. By (2.3), the generalized unitisk gp,, parametrizes MP 
and %,,p Parametrizes M+, hence these are bounded realizations of G/K. 
We write V= V(c), respectively U = U(q), for the column space of (i ), 
respectively ($),and we identify these with Cy, respectively CP, via the 
mappings 
C~‘V(lgGCP~?UH f 
0 
u, 
Y 
CP’ U(q)zCP,? UH IP 
0 
u. 
rl 
(2.6) 
Thus for analysis on V(c), U(q) we use u, uas coordinates. 
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2.7. Remark. The subspaces V(i) and U(*[) of Cp,y are orthogonal 
with respect to h. Thus the bijection Mm -+ M+: VH V’ induces a bijec- 
tion gP,,,-gq,.,: [H* . 
2.8. LEMMA. The natural actions ofG = U(p, q) on Mm- and on M+ 
correspond toactions ofG on gP”,., and Qq,. p by fractional linear transfor- 
mations. Inparticular, if g = (:. i) E U( p. q), iE 9,,“,. y, and r/ EPq, P, then 
g.<=(A<+B)(C<+D) -l 
and 
These actions are equivalent u der the bijection LPP, y-+ gq’,. p: iH *[ of 2.7. 
Proof Let ~~~~~~ and ~EGS~,.. For any g=(“, E)EU(p,q) the 
matrices A + Bv and Cc + D are invertible, and so
(II<+B)(C[+D)~’ I, )(Cr+o) 
and 
(;: ;)(;)=( I’ (C+ Dr/)(A + Bu])-’ )(A+Bq). 
That these actions are equivalent u der [H *i follows from the defining 
properties (1.6) ofg E U(p, q). 1 
2.9. COROLLARY. Using WP = V(O)EM- and Wf = U(O)EM+ as 
basepoints, heprojection G + G/K corresponds to the mappings G + M-1 
($ :)H V(BD-‘) and G-M+: (c ~)HU(CA~‘). 
2.10. COROLLARY. The natural action of G on MP and M+ induces 
maps 
V(i)- V(g.[):vw(C[+D)v 
and 
Equations (2.3) imply that he restrictions of h to V(i) and U(q) are 
given in coordinates as in(2.6) by
h&v, v’) := (h 1 V([))(v. v’) = - *v’Z([) v, 
(2.11) 
h,(u, u’) := (hi U(P/))(U, u’)= *u’Z(r]) u. 
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For further reference, w  record here the transformation pr perties of these 
matrices Z(i), Z(n) with respect tothe action of U(p, q). 
2.12. LEMMA. Let <EQ~.,, ~EP~,~, andg=(;! E)EG. Then, 
*cci+~)z(g~i)(c~+D)=z(~) 
and 
2.13. COROLLARY. The mappings V(i)- V(g.<): vt,(C{+D)v and 
U( 9) + U( g II): u ++ (A + Bq) u qf Corollary 2.10 are unitary ,cith respect to
the norms h; and h, ;, respectively h, und h, ~. 
We wish to specialize ourdescription of L’-cohomology from Section 1 
to the spaces V(i) and U(q). We use -hi, respectively h,, to determine the 
hermitian structure on V(i), respectively U(q), and so we normalize 
Lebesgue measures accordingly. 
2.14. DEFINITION. Define measures dm$v) on V(i) and dm,(u) on U(q) 
so that , 
i.e., by(2.11) and Lemma 1.3, 
dm&v) = det Z(i) dm(v) and dm,(u) = det Z(q) dm(u). 
As in (1.26), we may describe the L’-cohomology ofany V(c) or U(n) as 
follows. By Theorem 1.15 and ( 1.25), for m > 0, 
Xzq( V(i)) = {.f’(21) e -1’/2)*rl(iJl dfiIf‘E,‘P(m, CY)}, 
X~~(U(q))= if(u)e~“‘“‘“““‘“If’E~(m, C”)}, 
(2.15) 
all other spaces are zero. In particular, these are all finite dimensional 
vector spaces. 
Proposition 1.16 specializes as follows to V(i) or U(q). Let w = cp dGE 
92 “( V(c)). Then the orthogonal projection 
P;: 5?2Y( V(i)) + XRY( V(i)) 
is given by 
(P,w)(v)=d6/ (p(w) K&v, w)dm&w), 
c-4 
(2.16a) 
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where K&o, 11%) = exp{ -t(*oZ({)(r - \v) + *(N - 21) Z(i) \v)). Let cp E 
L’( U(q)). Then the orthogonal projection 
p,: w4rl)) + -@“.o(u(vH 
is given by 
(P,,cp)(u) = 1 (P(,rt) K,(u, n3) dm,(w), (2.16b) 
Cf- 
where K,(u,#,)=exp(-t(*(u-#,)I(~)u+*,~l(rl)(~--))j. 
Finally, we note that he mappings k’(i) + V( g. 0: D I--+ (Cc + D) u and 
U( 11) + U( g . q): II H (A + Bu) II of Corollary 2.10 induce the mappings 
3. THE POSITIVE SPIN CASE: SUMMARY 
In this section we summarize the results of [Ml ] in our current 
notation. This is purely for the convenience of the reader and is not needed 
in the following sections. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let nr 3 0. Let E,, denote the vector bundle over M 
with fiber 
E,( L’(i)) :=,X;“( l’(i)) 
over any V( <) E M . We remark that he rank of E, is (“‘2 I), and so E, 
is a line bundle only when m = 0 or q = 1. Let the map .I,,,: 
P,,, y x.Y(m, Cy) -+ E,,, be defined by
J,(i, I))(V) :=det I(i) $(Z([) tl) e ~“‘2)*v”~‘r A. 
3.2. LEMMA. The trivialization J, as defined above ndows E, with the 
structure of a holomorphic vector bundle which is homogeneous for U(p, q). 
In the trivialization. the action of g = (s i) E U(p, q) on J,,,([, II/) E E, is 
given hi 
Mthere ‘c&g) $ = det( Cc + D) $3 *(Cc + D) depends holomorphically on 
(E9 P. 4’ 
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3.3. PROPOSITION. For any w E J?‘~,~(C”‘“) and any i E 9r, ‘I, 
3.4. DEFINITION. Let H“. ‘(AP, E,) be the space of holomorphic sec- 
tions of E, over I%-. If m > 0, we define a mapping @, : JF~ q(CP.4) -+ 
@‘(Mu, E,) so that for tu~X~~(Cp.~), 
(@,(w))( Vi))(u) :=P&w I V(C))(u). 
Let w = cp d?, with q(z) =,f(zR, YS) e-(“2)1’1’. Then by (2.16) and (2.6), 
=e -(I,‘?)*r~/(;)r 
3.6. LEMMA. Zf w E ~cO,~(Cp~y) is as above, then P,(w I V([))E 
#:(I( V(c)). Furthermore, (@ (w))(c) = J,(c, $;) where 
I);(U) = jcqf([w, M’) e*‘*’ eeiw” dm(w) (3.7) 
depends holomorphicahv on [ E 9rb. y Thus a,,, is well defined for m b 0. Zf 
m < 0, P&w I V(i)) = 0. 
3.8. THEOREM. For all w E 2: q(Cp, y, and all gE U( p, q), the mapping 
@,,,: XO,‘(Cr.q) + @,‘(M-, E,) satisfies 
g. @m(w) =@,(a,(&?) w).
Furthermore, @, is injectiue for m >, 0. 
Whenever the real rank of G is greater than one, there exist econd order 
linear differential operators 0 ijk, (the notation isdefined in5.2) which 
annihilate ev ry component of the sections in the image of @,. If 
G = U(2, 2), 0 = q ,122 is the complexified waveoperator. 
3.9. THEOREM. Let p 2 2 and q B 2, and let w E St q(CP-4) besuch that 
@,(w)(~)=J,([, I !J<), where II/; isas in (3.7). Then 
q zjk/G;Eo 
foralli,j,k,lsuch that l<i,k<pandl<j,l<q. 
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Whenever the rank of the vector bundle E, is greater than one, the sec- 
tions in the image of @,,, satisfy ystems offirst order linear differential 
equations. If G = U(2, 2), these are complexified masszero equations of 
positive spin m/2. In order to describe th se systems ofequations we need a
notation for the components ofthe vector-valued function $;.
3.10. DEFINITION. Let { si 11 < j < q} be a spanning set for Ng, where aj 
has a 1 in the jth place and zeroes lsewhere. Let {V/a !1 M E N8, 1 tll = m} be 
a basis of 9(m, Cy). For $; as in (3.7) we define C-valued functions $‘“‘(c) 
so that 
3.11. THEOREM. Let pb 1, qa2, and ma 1, and let w~&$q(C~.~) be 
such that @,(o)(i) =.I,,,([, tic), where 1(1; isas in (3.7). Whenever CI, /IEN; 
satis- /r~j = I/l =m and CX+E~=P+E~, then 
for all isuch that 1< i < p. 
4. THE NEGATIVE SPIN CASE: CONSTRUCTION 
In this ection weprovide, in analogy with Theorem 3.8, a geometric 
construction of the ladder epresentations cPr  of G = U(p, q) as 
holomorphic se tions f avector bundle E-, over G/K. Here m is positive. 
We first construct appropriate vector bundles E-, over M-. We then 
define anintegral transform @- m: JY”O-!JC~.~) -+ @*‘(M-, E-,). Finally 
we show that @-, intertwines th  actions ofSU(p, q) and is injective. 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let m > 0. Let E em denote the vector bundle over A4 
with fiber 
over any V([)eM-. We remark that he rank of E-, is (p+;-I), and so 
E is a line bundle only when p = 1, since the case m = 0 is excluded. Let
themmap JP m : gp’,, y x 9(m, CP) + E em be defined by
L,({, I,+)(U) := det I( *[) $(I(*[)u) e-(1i2)*u’(*C)u du. 
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4.2. LEMMA. The triviulization Jmm as defined above endows Earn,,, bcith 
the structure ofa holomorphic vector bundle which is homogeneous for 
U(p, q). In the trivialization, he action of’ g = (;! i) E U(p, q) on 
J- ,,,(i, I))EE--, is given hi 
trhere r&g) $ = det( *A + <*B) Ic/ 0 (*A + <*B) depends holomorphicafly on 
iEPp.,. 
Pro?6 Using Corollary 2.10 and Lemma 2.12, we compute that 
Cg. J-,,A;, Ic/)l(u)= [J-AL $)l((A + B*i) ’~1 
= CJ-,>,(g.i, r;(g)$ 1(u), 
where (T;(g)~)(u)=det(*A+i*B)rC/((*A+i*B)u). fi 
In analogy with the map @, of (3.5), wewish to define an integral trans- 
form which should be given by restriction of w E .X’? $(Cp.y) to a positive 
p-plane U(*<), followed by projection to an I.‘-cohomology class. 
Notice, however, that if p #q a problem arises inattempting torestrict a 
(0, q)-form to a p-dimensional surface. We must deal only with the coef- 
ficient function i order for this restriction o benontrivial n all cases. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. For atzy w = q dfsE X”,q(C”,q) and an)' iE Pp.,, 
Proof: Let w = cp drSE X”.y(C”,y) be such that cp(=)  
f(=, ) fs) e-ll/2)l=l’ and let < E gP, y. By the Cartan decomposition G =
KA+K, there xists ({ ~)EK such that ;‘=(G i).[=A[D-’ is real and 
diagonal with nonnegative diagonal entries. Note that 
CPI (,*;)(u) = I(‘4 ‘) ((; g> (PI(l,l; ,) (U)>I 
and left translation by any nonsingular matrix preserves square- 
integrability. Thus it suffices to prove that cp[ U( ‘i) EL2( U( ‘i)) for all 
diagonal, nonnegative i EgP. y. 
The isomorphism (Theorem 2.1 in [B]) of the Bargmann-Segal-Fock 
space with L’(R”) states that here xists Q~EL’(R”) such that 
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thus, writing u E C” as u = J + iz where y, z E RJ’, 
X 
c s 
e (l,4111r12+ 112) e’l.(r+;rl e,“‘, -~;Y., q% t, .K) d.u dt. 
RPR’l 
After eplacing t by t + i.u in the integral, we compute that 
l~lI(~~,;,(~~+t)l'd=d~~ 
=! 
e ?‘.ll/p’i’l).l i 
RP 
X e- ~1.41~lr+jrl’+lrl’~e”.“+2;.” c/4( t + ix, x) d,x ’ dt dy, 
by the Plancherel Theorem. Next we replace t by t-[-u and use the 
Cauchy-Schwartz Inequality, whereupon 
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Here we have used Lemma 1.3 in evaluating thedx and dy integrals, nd 
have labelled theresulting constants as C and C’. 1 
4.4. DEFINITION. Let IIP’- ‘(M-, E-,) be the space of holomorphic se - 
tions of E-, over Me-. If m > 0, we define a mapping K,: RYJ,JCp,“) + 
P,‘(M-, EP,) so that for o = cp dZ.Y~ PO-!,,(Cp.Y), 
(@L?(O))(UI))(U) := P*&cp I u*t))(u) d.4. 
Let q(z) =f(z,, 2,) e- “/2’1z12. Then by (2.16) and (2.6), 
(@-*(w))(VI))(~)= du J,:, cp(““, *iw) K.[(U, w)dm*;(w) 
(4.5) 
4.6. LEMMA. rf UI = cp dZs E ~“o-~(Cp~q), then Py(cpl V*i)) E 
A?::( U(*[)). Furthermore, (Q-,(o))([) = L,([, $i), where 
e&u) :=~cnf(w, ‘il?‘)e*n’ue~1”.‘2dm(w) (4.7) 
depends holomorphically on i Egp’,. y  thus @ _ m is well defined for m > 0. If 
m<O, P,,(cpI U(*i))=O. 
Proof The first and last statements follow from an application of 
Theorem 1.15 and Definition 1.21 to (4.5), and the second statement 
follows after applying Definition 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 to (4.5). 1 
We now must investigate the U(p, q)-equivariance prop rties of @.--m. 
Our switching from (0, q)-forms to (p, 0)-forms has introduced a factor f
det g, so that K,,, will commute with the action fSU(p, q), but not with 
WP, 4). 
4.8. THEOREM. (i) For all o E 2 -m O.4 (CJ’, “)and all gE U(p, q), the map- 
ping @-,. . Z?$(Cp*Y) -+ @‘(I+~, E_,) satisfies 
g.@-,(w)= (det g))’ @-,,,(c-,(g)o). 
(ii) The mapping cf, --m is injective for m > 0. 
Proof of (i). We consider the diagram 
JP-~(CP~~) a-*(g) ) ~o-~(CP~Y) 
Q-m 
I I 
@-lx 
I+‘(M-, E-,) g ) fP”(M-, E-,), 
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where the action of gc Up, q) on SE P’O(M-, E-,) is given from 
Lemma 2.8 and (2.17) by
ksmb4=4g-’ .i)((A +B*i) u). (4.9) 
Let Q = cp dFsE sP?;(C~-~) be such that q(z) =f(z,, ZS) eP(1’2)1z12, and 
let ge U(p, q) be such that g-’ = (g i). We write @-,(o)([, U)for 
(@-Jo))( V([))(u). We apply (4.9) to(4.5) and compute that 
= det(A + II*{) dulcp (w, (g-l . *[) WI) 
x K,?.I. .;((A + B*i) u, w) dry. .;(M’) 
=det(A+B*i)detZ(*[)du? cp((A+B*r)~o,(C+D*i)w) 
CP 
x K.&u, w) dm( w), 
(4.10) 
after replacing w by (A + B*[) u’ in the integral andusing Lemmas 2.8, 
2.12, and Corollary 2.13. 
Now, applying (4.5) to(1.17), we compute that 
@-,(L%(g) w)(i, u)
= det *D du 
s Cr,u cp(s-‘w) s K((v, *iv), w) KS&u, II) d+(u) dm(w). CP 
We first use Lemma 1.3 to evaluate the interior ntegral: 
=det *Ddetz(*~)e~““““““‘“du 
A comparison with (4.10) indicates that we should evaluate he 
integral over Cy with respect to ~1~. First we replace wR by 
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A ‘((A + B*i) M’ - BIV,), so that Aw, + Bw, is replaced by (A + B*<) M 
and Clr, + D\v, is replaced by(C + D*<) u’+ *D- ‘(‘Iz’~ - *[~a). We obtain 
the equality 
= det *D (det Al ’ Idet(A + B*<)l’ det I( *[) ,-“~rl*U’l*~)U du 
X 
I i 
Cr ~qf’((A+B*~)w,((.+D*~)~v+*D ~‘(,~,-*i~‘))e~“..‘+~‘~)“‘~ 
Xt? *w/l*;)u e *(II., *<w [(/r+ l rs*.c l;)b\,>+ *R*.4-‘/(*;)u] drrl( nts) drrz( rv). 
We now replace \cs by t! + *CM’ and use Lemma 1.3 to evaluate he inner 
integral: 
@- ,,(c,(g) o (i, u) 
=det(l,+*B*A ‘i)~‘det*DldetAl~~‘\det(A+B*[)l’detI(*i)& 
= det *D det A ’ det(A + B*[) det I( *[) du 
X 
5 cp(t.4 + E*i) N’, (C+ D*[) w) Ke<(u, M’) dm(w) CP 
= (det g) g. @ -Jw)(i. zr). 
Here we have used the properties (1.6) and the fact hat det(l,+ XY) = 
det(Z,+ YX) for any XEC’~’ and YEC.‘~~. 1
Before proving 4.8 (ii) we include the following Remark. 
4.11. Remark. Let f be such that F(U) := SC,, f(w) eln“e ~““‘dm(~v) 
converges absolutely for all uE C”, and let L: EN,p. Then 
We also introduce a power series notation for functions ofi E C” * y. 
4.12. DEFINITION. Let [ E CP * y and 1’ EN,P x4. We define 
<I’ I= n Q and IYI := c Y,,. 
IS,SZ/Z IsiQp 
IG,SCj IS/G-Y 
We write 1, := (‘Jo,, . . yiy) for the ith row of 7 and 1” := (y,,? . .?;,,,) forthe 
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jth column of y, whose ntries sum to lyJ and I]jJI, respectively. Finally, we 
define 1’~E N,P and 11~ ENX so that 
7, := (Iy’l, . . IyI) and *I< := (IV,l? . .> lu,l). 1 
Proof of 4.8. (ii). Let 
f(TR, js) e Il,Zllrl’~ 
w = cp d,;, E 3YygCP~ “), with q(z)= 
Suppose that @--JO) =O, so that R,(o)(<) =
.I+,([, $;) ~0, where Ic/; isas in (4.7). We wish to show that f-0. Our 
method will be to show that all terms in the power series expansion offare 
zero. By ( 1.25) f‘ has a power series xpansion ofthe form 
hence 
We expand and regroup (‘<\;)a as power series in i: 
(4.13) 
where m;, denotes the product ofthe appropriate multinomial coefficients. 
We substitute he xpression above into (4.13) and rearrange, whence we 
see that 
We know that $; = 0, therefore substitution of the expression above into 
(4.7) yields the quality 
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for all iE 9,. yand all uE Cp. This is the zero power series in 5, hence all of 
its coefficients are zero. 
Fix c( EN,P and BE Ng such that Jai = I/? + m. We wish to show that 
C =O. Choose YEN{~Y so that ‘J, 
T%!s 
=B and Iy,( dcri for all i, 1 di<p. 
is possible since jy( = [/?I < (a(. Thus there exists E E N,P such that E= 
x-y<. Equation (4.14) now implies that for all UIZC”, 
(4.15) 
Equality in (4.15) would still hold after differentiation wi h respect to U. We 
apply the differential operator (J/~u)‘I,,~ to both sides of (4.15), using 
4.11. Itfollows that 
by Lemma 1.3. Hence, c,,,=O. 1
5. THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Whenever the real rank of G is greater than one, there exist econd order 
linear differential operators which annihilate every component ofthe sec- 
tions inthe image of K,. Whenever the rank of the vector bundle E-, is 
greater than one, there xist families of first order linear differential 
equations which annihilate the image of Qern. In this ection wedescribe 
these differential equ tions explicitly n the trivialization of he vector bun- 
dle E-,. For G = U(2,2) these differential equ tions are the complexified 
massless field equations of negative spin m/2 on an upper half space in 
complexified, compactified M nkowski space. 
5.1. LEMMA. Zf [ E gp, yand t,bi is as in (4.7), then 
Proof: Since the integral converges absolutely, we may differentiate 
under the integral sign. Therefore, 
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x e*c(u-L~) drn(“) 
j 
af = I?.- (0, ‘[V) e*r’upr’ dm(0). 
CP la2p+j 
1 
5.2. DEFINITION. For [E gP, y, we denote by 
. . . - 
a - := 
at 
the corresponding matrix of differential operators. We define the differential 
operator 
as the 2x 2 minor of a/al indexed byrows iand k and columns j and 1. Of 
course, such nonzero operators exist only when the real rank of G is 
greater than one. 
5.3. THEOREM. Let p B 2 and q 2 2, and let w E A?zq(Cp.“) besuch that 
O,(o)(() = J,,,(c, $;), where It/i isas in (3.7) ifm 2 0 or as in (4.7) if m < 0. 
Then 
foralli,j,k,Isuch that l<i,k6pand16j,l<q. 
Proof: If m > 0 this is the statement of Theorem 3.9, which was proved 
as Theorem 4.3 in [Ml]. If m < 0, we use Lemma 5.1 to compute that 
af 
•~jk,~:(“)=~j~~~k~~(u, ‘iV)e*“+“‘dm(u) 
a 
-I 
af 
ali, cp uk az, +j ('9 '@) e
*U(U - 1,) dm(o) 
a*f a2f = 
az,+ja-?p+l -aZp+dZp+, > 
(u, ‘ifi) e*“‘up” dm(v) 
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Thus whenever the real rank of G is greater than one, the differential 
operators 0 iJkl annihilate every component ofthe vector-valued functions 
*<3 irrespective of th value of m. The first order systems ofdifferential 
equations do depend on m, however. Before d scribing these systems, we 
require a notation for the components ofthe vector-valued function II/;. 
5.4. DEFINITION. Let [e, 1 1d j < p ) be a spanning set for N,p, where E, 
has a 1 in the jth place, zeroes lsewhere. Let {u”/cc! ) c( EN,P, Jc1J = m) be a 
basis of Y(m, Cp). For $; as in (4.7), we define C-valued functions $‘“‘([) 
so that 
5.5. Remark. Since tj’“‘([) = (ii/&)’ Ic/: =(a/&)’ ll/;lu,O, 4.11 implies 
that 
5.6. THEOREM. Let ~32, q> 1, and m31, and let ~EXO’~(C~,~) he 
such that K,,,(O)([)= J ,,,([, II/;), where $; is as in (4.7). Whenever 
CI, BEN; satisfy jell = IpI =m and cr+E,=Ij+Ei, then 
for all k such that 1<k d q. 
ProoJ: Use Remark 5.5 and Lemma 5.1 to compute that 
-& $“)=$ jcp 3f(u, ‘(‘6) e-l”’ dm(v) 
df = 
I 
,-z+c, (u, ‘ifi) epi’lz dm(o) 
CP a=p+k 
8f =( @+-3---- 2 
az,+k 
(u, ‘CC) e-“‘lb dm(u) 
CP 
Table 5.7 summarizes, foreach ladder representation o,,,,the occurrence 
of corresponding fferential equ tions i  Theorems 3.11, 5.3, and 5.6 which 
annihilate the image of @,. In Table 5.7, p 3 2 and q B 2. 
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TABLE 5.1 
G m rk E, Differential equations 
U(1.I) 
l’(l. 4)
UP, 1) 
CYP, 4) 
None 
First order (3.11) 
None 
None 
First order (5.6) 
First and second order (3.11, 5.3) 
Second order only (5.3) 
First and second order (5.3, 5.6) 
5.8. Remark. Let our hypotheses be as in Theorem 5.6. Whenever 
c(, BEN{ satisfy lsll = I/?[ =m and ct +E =/I+&‘, where E, E’EN[ and 
1~1 = Is’/ = k, then there exist k h order linear differential equ tions satisfied 
by $I”’ and tica). SeeTheorem 4.4 in [M 1 ] for the positive spin case. Since 
these equations aregenerated by first-order equations, we omit any further 
discussion of them here. 
5.9. Remark. As previously mentioned, SU(2, 2) is locally isomorphic 
to the conformal group of transformations of Minkowski space, and the 
corresponding fferential equ tions are complexifications of cla sical dif- 
ferential equations f mathematical physics. In order to view the differential 
equations forp = q = 2 in this light, one must first apply the Cayley trans- 
form to map 9. 1 onto the unbounded model of G/lj( asthe upper half 
space &. z = (i~C’~‘/(i-**1)/2i~O}. The differential equations are 
invariant u der this transform. TheShilov boundary MO of @, z (see 
Definition 2.1) is the conformal compactification of classical Minkowski 
space, mbedded as the space of hermitian m trices (i+- ;r- J;tE). Solutions 
of the unique second-order operator 0 = q , ,22 of Theorem 5.3 generate 
solutions f the classical waveoperator 
a 
det S(t+x) i3(y+z-) 
i i 
a 
: ‘- =(~)2y.c)2~(;)‘?(~) 
a(y-iz) a(t-x) 
upon passing toboundary values. Similarly, the solutions f the first-order 
equations obtained when m = 2 in Theorem 5.6 generate the negative spin 
solutions f Maxwell’s equations after passing toboundary values. (See 
[M2] for more details.) 
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